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Back to Introduction

This essay exeminw 20 highly cited papers in mathematics, based on the .SciertceCitorion Index”
cumulation for 1945-1954. Next week 42 most-cited papers in astronomy and tbe earth sciences wi13
be examined. These papers are compared with other publications (including some Itigblycited books)
considered important by scientists and historians of science. The essay discusses some of the major
trends, achievements, and researchers in mathematics in the period including World War II.
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Introduction Finding Highly Cited
Publicationsin Small Fields

Do Citations Measure Importance?
Case of Mathenmtka

In Part 1 of this essay, I discussed 52
highly cited publications in the physical
sciences, based on the Science Citation
Znukx” (SCF’ ) cumulation for 1945-1954.1
That list was composed rdmost entirely of
publications in chemistry (25) and physics
(25); there were only two in mathematics,
and none in astronomy or the earth sciences.
Just as one cannot ignore the physical sciences merely because they generate fewer
citations than the iioiogical sciences,2 one
cannot simply ignore a8tmnomy, the earth
sciences, and mathematics merely because
they generate fewer citations than physics
and chemistry. ISI@has therefore generated
additional lists of relatively highly cited
papers in these smaller, less-cited fields. In
addition, I present lists of publications considered important by scientists or historians
of science.

As noted in Part 1 of this essay, one
should not simply rely on citation counts as
a measure of the impmlance or quality of
a publication. Rather, it is desirable also to
obtain the independent judgments of the scientific wrmmmity-for
example, as irtdicated by Nobel Prizes-or of historians of
science. Thus, 48 percent of the most-cited
physics publications and 40 percent of the
most-cited chemistry publications were
authored or coauthored by a Nobel laureate,
although those publications were not necessarily the work for which they received the
Nobel Prize. 1
For mathematics, the closest equivalent
to the Nobel Prize is the Fields Medal,
awarded at the quadrennial International
Congress of Mathematicians, beginning in
1936. No medals were given between 1936
and 1950; the medals awarded in 1936,
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Table 1: Wlrmers of the Nelda Medat fn mathematics, awarded at tbe hrternatiooaf Congress of Mathematicians
in 1936, 1950, and 1954, and their areas of research. Medalists are fisted in alphabetic order. Dates in parentheses in the “Research Area” column give the time perind when the medal-winning work was done,

MeetaMat

Year
Awarded

Ablfors L

1936

Onuglas J
Kndaira K

1936
1954

Schwartz L
Selberg A
Serre J-P

1950
1950
1954

Research Ares
Complex-variable theory, quasiconfomnal mappings, Rienuum surfaces,
meromorpbic Iimctions (1920s, 1930s).
Solved Plateau problem (mininud surface) (J93 1),
Harmutic integrals and harmonic forma with application to KaMerirm and
algebraic varieties (1944- 1953).
Tbcory of distributions (1945-1951).
Prime number themrem (1948-1949), Riemann zeea function (1940s).
Complex variabIes, cohomology in a complex-anafytic sheaf ( 1950- 1951).

1950, and 1954 were for research by six
mathematicians published in the pericd from
about 1930 to about 1952. These are listed
in Table 1.
Table 2 presents 20 mathematics journal
articles that were most cited in the 1945-1954
SCI. Comparing both tables, one w see that
none of the Fields Medal winners appear as
authors of the 20 most-cited mathematics
articles during this period. The most-cited
journal article by a Fields winner is by JeanPierre Serre, College of France, Paris.3 Its
27 citations from 1945 to 1954, however,
are too few to put it on the Iist of 20 mostcited mathematics papers, which were cited
at least 30 times. Citations for the 1958
Fields Medal winners (Klaus F. Roth, University of !mndon, UK, and Rem? Thorn,
University of Strasbourg, Frame) were even
fewer, so including them would not make
any difference to our conclusion: the most
important research in mathematics, as judged
by awards of the Fields Medal, is not highly
cited, and the most-cited publications in
mathematics do not contain the most important research.
Some mathematician wotdd undoubtedly
argue that Stefan Banach’s (University of
Lvov, USSR) i?ekorie des operations [inksires is a emmterexrunple to this generalization, since it showed up on the list of 52
most-cited physical-sciences papers and is
generally regarded as a report of important
original research. 1,4 Nevertheless, it did
not win the 1936 Fields Medal for which it
was presumably eligible.

The Moat-Cited Mathematics WIcka
The research areas of the Fields Medal
winners and the most-cited papers published
in mathematics journals indicate trends in
pure mathematics during the 1930s and
1940s.Abstmet algebra and topol~ WE the
most popular subjects. As Jean Dieudonn6,
University of Nice, France, expressed it in
his survey of modem mathematics, the
emphasis was on studying the structure
rather than the content of mathematical
objects. 5 Most of the highly cited mathematicians are listed as “originators” of one
or more of the research specialties deseribed
by Dieudorm&6
The most-cited mathematics article is on
statistics and was authored by Henry B.
Mann and D.R. Whitney, Ohio State University, Columbus. Most of its 109 citations
from 1945 to 1954 are from biological and
medical joumrds, so one may question
whether it should be included in a list of
highly cited physical-sciences publications.
Mann has described its origin in the problem
of testing a dmg that was supposed tn protect
against the common cold. T
One of the most-cited papers in mathematics journals was by Milton Friedman
(b. 1912), then with the National Resources
Committee, Washington, DC, who won the
1976 Nobel Prize for economics. Presumribly,his 1937paper on the use of rank ordering in statistical analysis was ordy a small
part of the body of work for which he was
honored, and the award of the Nobel Prize
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Table 2: The 20 most-cfted papers from mmfmrnatics jorrraats covered fn tfse 1945-1954 SCf@ cmrmfation.
Papsrs are listed in alphabetic order by fwst author. A =tatal number of 1945-1954 citations.
A
30
31
33
32
61
38
30
31
35
109
30
32
41
33
32
54
37
32
61
38

Bibtbgrapldc

Data

Bnrtl&t M S. On the thcmeticsl specification snd samplig properties of autucorrelatd time-series.
J. Roy. Sm”st. Sot. Ser. B Metho. 8:2741, 1946.
E-whoa J. Application
of tbe logistic tiurction to bio-assay. J. Amer. .$ratiw Assn. 39:357-65, 1944.
FrIedmsar M. The use of ranks tn avoid b assumption of normslity implicit in the analysis of
verisnce. J. Amer. Statist. Amt. 32:675-701, 1937.
Iwasowa K. On some types of mpological groups. Ann. Math. 5&507-58, 1949.
Jacobson N. llre radical snd semi-simplicity for mWrrny rings. Amer. .), Math. 67:300-20, 1945.
JacobsonN Structuretheoryof simple rings without ftiteness assumptions. Tram. Amer. Math.
WC. 57:228-45, 1945.
Ebfmtmrf S. Cnncreterepresentation of abstrsct (M)-spsces (A characterization of the space of
continuous tiurcdons). Am. kfarh. 42:994-1024, 1941.
King R & Middletan D. The cylindrical snterrns; current snd impdrurce. Quarr. AppL Math.
3:302-35, 1946.
Lin C C. On the stability of two-dimensional parsffel flows. Psrt L-GenersJ theory. Quart. Appl.
Math. 3:117-42, 1945.
Mann H B & WldtsMy D R. On a test of whether one of two random variables is stuchsstiwdly
lsrgcr tbsrr the other. Arm Math. Wrtisr. 18:50-60, 1947.
Mfddtetoer D. Some gewcral results in the theory of noise through non-linear devices. Qaart. APpf.
Math. 5:445-98, 1947.
Morm@an F D. Finite deformations of m efestic salid. Amer. 1 Math. 59:235-60, 1937.
Murray F J & won Neommm J. On rings of ~rators.
Arm. Math. 37:116-229, 1936.
Neyman J. On a CISSSof ‘+conrsgious” distributions, applicable in entomology snd bacteriology.
Ann. M@h. .$tatk
1035-57, 1939.
Wcnrad N E. Products of cocycles and extensions of nrsppirrgs. Ann. Marh. 48:290-320, 1947.
Stone M H. Applications of the theory of J3dean rings to general tqwlogy. Thans. AW. Math.
sac. 41:375-4s1, 1937.
Stone M H. The theory of representations for Soalmrr algebrss. Tram. Amer. Math. SW. 40:37-111,
1936.
Wafd A. sequential tests of statistical hypotheses. Ann. Math. Sfatisl. 16:117-86, 1945.
Wiener N. Generalized hsrnmnic anafysis. Acts Math. 55:117-258, 1930.
Yates F. TIE snafysis of muftiple classifications with uneqmd numbers in the different classea
J. Amer. Statist. “Arm 29:51-%6, 1934.

to hm cannot be viewed as a judgment that
he made a significant contribution to mathematics.
TWOAmerican mathematicians published
highly cited papers in pure mathematics:
Nathan Jacobson (b. 1910), Yale University,
New Haven, Comecticut, and Norbert
Wiener (b. 1894-d. 1964), Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge. Wiener
later became well known to the scientific
public for his work in communication
theory. Jacobson’s work is hdliar only to
mathematical experra. Curiously, neither is
given much attention in works on the history
of mcdem mathematics-perhaps Jacobson’s
contribution is considered too sprzialized,
Wiener’s too “applied.” Jn these cases, the
SCZhelps the historian by calling attention

to significant publications that might ottterwise be overlooked.
Jacobsen’s two papers in 1945 presented
major advances in abstract algebra, espialIy the theory of associative rings.g He introduced what is now tailed the “Jacobson
radical” of a ring, defined ss “the ideal J(A)
of an awociative ring A which satisfies the
following two requirements: 1) J(A) is the
Iargegt quasi-regular ideal in A; 2) the
quotient ring ~ =A/J(A) contains no nonzero quasi-regular iderds. ”9 Based on this
concept, the ‘‘Jacobgon ring” is defined as
“a commutative ring with unit element in
which any prime ideal is the intersection of
the maximrd ideals containing it, i.e., a ring
any integral quotient ring of which has a
zero Jacobson radical. ”10These ideas were
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Tabfe 3: Chrormf@c dMr5n@mof@rMatioltda tes
for the 20 rnarbernatics papers most cited irr the
1945-1954 scI@ cumulation.
PubJJcatiOrr
Year’
1930-1934
1935-1939
1940-1944
1945-1949

Number of
Papers
2
6
2
10

further developed in books by Jacobson and
others.ll-lq
Wiener has described the circumstances
of his work on generalizedharmonic analysis,
leading to his 1930 paper on that topic, in
his autobiography. 1AHarmonic analysis is
the decomposition of time-dependent physical processes or mathematical functions into
components with different frequencies,
pioneered by the French mathematician
Joseph Fourier at the beginning of the nirteteenth century. The original stimulus for
Wiener’s work came from problems in electrical engineering, He was able to develop
a rigorous theory based on modem mathematical techniques. His interest in practical
applications led him to promote the harmonic
analysis of time series as a key to many
problems in science and engineering. Is.lb
Seventeen of the 20 papers in Table 2
listed one author, and the remaining three
have two authom each. Sixteen authors were
based at institutions located in the US, and
two each were based in the UK and Japan.
Table 3 shows the chronologic distribution
of publication dates, and Table 4 lists the
journals that published the 20 most-cited
mathematics articles in the 1945-1954 SC[.
The Most IrBfluentld MathLmrJ$Mcs
Pubkatioos

The leading Citation Classic@ located with
the help of the Halmos list is A Course c-$
h-h%m Analysis by the Britishmathematician
Edmund ‘fhylorWhittaker (b. MB-d. 1956).
Whittaker was a specialist in differential
equations and was known for his discovery
of integral representations of solutions of
Laplace’s equation, including the Legendre
and Bessel functions. He later wrote a major
treatise on the history of optics and electromagnetism. 18 When Whittaker first published A Cburse of Modern Analysis in 1902,
it was, according to biographer Daniel
Martin, University of Glasgow, UK, “the
first book in English to present the theory
of functions of a complex variable at a level
suitable for undergraduate and beginning
graduate students. ” 1$’
George Neville Watson (b. 18864 1965),
a British mathematician who was art expert
on complex variable theory, collaborated on
the preparation of the expanded second C&
tion that appeared in 1915.zo,zl The book
became a standard reference work for the
properties of special functions and techniques used in mathematical physics. The
various editions were cited 420 times in the
period 1945-1954, more than the beds by
Banach and Harald Cram&, University of
Stockholm, Sweden, the only mathematics
publications on the first list of 52 most-cited
publications for that period, 1 But it apTaMe4’flwjourmalsf

.hatpuMfrkJthe20r
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~mp.mnbntipbm
the 1989 irnpsct factors for tbe jrxu-rmls. Data were
taken from the 1969 JC@. The figures at tbe right
indirate how rrrsnypapers from each journal appear
in Table 2.
Journal

Table 5 lists 25 books considered “infhntial” by the mathematician PauJ Richard
Halmos, University of Santa Clara, California. 17 ~~ shown is the num~r of ci~tions they received in the 1945-1954 SC1.
There is no algorithm for selecting mathematics bcoks from the 1S1database, so it
is possible that there are other mathematics
books even more highly cited than these.
384

Arm Math. (2.01)
‘Arm. Math. Ststist. (N/A)
J. Amer. Statist. Assn. (1.17)
Qusre, AwL Maeb. (0.48)
Trsrrs. Amer. Maeb, Sm. (0.54)
Arrrer.J. Math. (0,55)
Acts Matft. (O,%)
J. Roy. Statist. Sot. ser. B Merbo.
(1.15)

Number of
Papws
4
3
3
3
3
2
1
1

‘Divided in 1973 into Arm, Probsb. (0.69) end Ann,
statist. (0,97)

Table 5: Mathewrrdtm books published before 1955, from a tist of honks that P.R. Halrnos considered irrtluential
(see reference 17). Citation totals inehrde 1945-1954 references to all editionz and trsnstetions. Publication years
shown are those given by Hntmos; other bibliographic data sre taken from the Na”orroi Union C#alag. Brinks
sre Iisted in slpbsbetic order by first author. A = 1945-1954 citations,
A

Imbgraphic

167
46
37

0
1
21
24
1
8
14
4
5
18
2
6
23

0
30
108
1
24
2
17
135
420

Data

&s opdrm”om lirkfaires (Theory of linear operations), Warsaw, Polsrrd:
Banach S. 71tff0rie
Z subwerrcji Funduszu kukury namdowej, 1932.254 p.
Birkiroff G. Lrrrice rheory. New York American Mathemsticsl Soeiely, 1940.155 p.
B6eher M & Dovef E P R. Irrrroriudorr to higher afgebra. New York: MacrniUsn, 1907.321 p.
Bofmenbtust H F. LecRues by H. F. Bohnentrlrr@ on tlrsory of Jimcrions of real variables, 1936-1937.
Ann Arbor, Ml Edwsrds, 1937. 132 p.
Bwr%gton R S & Torrance C C. Higher rruuhm”cs
with applicotkms to science ad engineering.
New York McGrsw-HiU, 1939. S44 p.
Carathdodory C. Vorlesungen tier reelle Funktiorrerr (Treatise on real lirrctions). bipzig, Germany:
Teubner, 1918, 718 p.
Cuurent R & MeShane E J. Vorlesungen Uber alfferential und hrtegralrechnrmg (Dtierential sud
integral calculus). (McShane E J, trmrs.) New York: Nordemsror, 1938. 2 VOIS,
Diekeon L E. Modern algebraic theories. New York Senbnm, 1926.276 p.
Granvflle W A & Sndtb P F. Elements of the diflereti”af and inregrol catculra. Bostnn, MA: Gii,
1904.463 p.
Greves L M. 7?re tfreory @functions of red wrrides.
New York: h4cGr-sw-Hill, 1946. 3(XI p.
33atrrIaa
P R. Finite dirrrensirmatvector spaces. Princ&on, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1942.
1% p.
Hardy G H. A course of pure mathsnratics. Csmbndge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1908.
428 p.
Hmrsdorff F. Grunrfnlge der A4engedehre (Foundations of set theory). Leipzig, Germsny: Veit,
1914.476 p.
IGeerie S C. Irrtmddon to rrretanrarh.mrdcs. New York Van Nostrand, 1952.550 p.
Knopp K. Rurktionentheon’e @mction theory). Berlin, Germeny: de Groyter, 1930.2 vols.
Kolnmgoroff A N. Grondbegrifle &r IVahrscheinlichksitsredtrtung (lbundations of the theory of
prubsbiliry). Berlin, Gemy:
Springer, 1933.62 p.
Landau E. Grurralagen der Anrdysi.r (Poondations of analysis). IApzig, Germany: Akaderniscbe
VerlagsgeseIlscheft, 1930.134 p.
L.ef-ets
S. Algebmic topology. New York: American Mathematical Society, 1942.
Ssdrs S & Ban&h S. 37reory of the integral. Wsrssw, Poland: Z subwencji Fmrduszu kuhrry
nerndowej, 1937. 347p.
Siegel C L & Belfrmm R. i%wrscenderrtalruarrbers. Prinmrnn, NJ: Princeton University Press,
1947.73 p.
Stmre M H. Linear tmns~~”ons
in HiIberr space and their applicatiomr to analysis. New York:
American Mathematical Wiety, 1932.622 p.
Townsend E J. Functionr of a complex variable, New York Holt, 1915, 3S4 p.
7mfWW;.Convergence

and umyom”ty in topology.

Princeton, N]: Princeton University press,

van der Waerden B L, Arttri E & Noether E. Moderns Algebra (Modem etgebre).
Bertirr, Germany: Springer, 1931.2 vols.
WTdttaker E T. A course of modem analysis. Cambridge, LJfC University Press, 1902, 378 p.

tant by scientists and historians of science.
In addition various trends, achievements,
aild researchers represented in these lists will
be highlighted.
*****

peared in severrd editions and reprintings,
no one of which received enough citations
to put it on that list as a separate publication.
Astronomy and the Earth Sciences
Next week’s essay will examine22 aatronomy journal articles and 20 earth-sciences
papers that were most cited in the 1945-1954
SC1. These lists will be compared with
publications considered influential or impor-

My thanks to Albert Gluckman and Lance
Small for valuuble suggestions and to Eric
lkrschwelljbr
colle~”ng informdon
in preparing this essay.
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